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Metz, '27, Appointed Acting Registrar To Succeed Washington

Appointment
Announced
By Sikes

Order Of The C

Season Opens with Durham
Hardwood Artists on
December 18

Washington Made Full-Time
Dean of Education
School

VETERANS ARE BACK

GUIN TAKES CLASSES
The office of the President announced late yesterday that Gustave E. Mietz, assistant registrar
and instructor in the economics department, has been appointed acting registrar, succeeding W. H.
Washington who becomes full-time
dean of the School of Vocational
Education. v
LOCAL GRADUATE
A graduate of Clemson in the
class of '27, Metz received his M.
A. from the University of North
Carolina in 1928.
He has done
graduate work at Ohio State Uni(Continued on page 2)

The final order of the C for
1934 is awarded to Henry McCown for his blocking in the
Furman game last Thursday.
Coach Neely remarked yesterday that "McCown's blocking
was the most effective", adding that "Horton ran him a
close second, having consistently improved since the beginning of the season."

MILL MANAGER SPEAKS, Committee Probes
AUSPICES OF PHI PSI Fired Prof's Case
Humbert, Lonsdale Manager,
Advises Textile Students
About Future
Under the auspices of the local
chapter of Phi Psi, national honorary textile fraternity, J. B. Humbert, manager of the Lonsdale mill
in iSeneca, delivered an address
before a large number of students
and faculty members in the clubroom of the YMCA Tuesday night.
DISCUSSES GRADUATE
Mr. Humbert spoke at length
on the administrative duties or a
cotton mill manager, and also on
the need of the college man in the
textile industry.
He emphasized
the fact that the college graduate
going into the mill must understand the working man and his
problems, and also the material?
(Continued on page two)
PROF AND SIXTEEN NEW
MEMBERS INDUCTED BY
EDUCATION FRATERNITY
Fifteen juniors and seniors and
one professor were pledged to the
local chapter of Alpha Tau Alpha,
national ag education frat, at a
recent meet.
Professor Stribling
was the instructor extended a bid
and the students who will become
members are J. R. Neal, J. D.
Watson, J. L. Carter, M. P. Bridge,
W. L. Betsill, H. R. Caston, F. B.
Thomas, R. B. Gentry, G. H. Rankin, J. F. Cassidy, J. P. Moore,
W. A. Gantt, W. A. Lee, H. C
Shook, and C. V. Knight.

Basketeers Prep
For First Melee
With Duke Quint

Association Upholds Tenets of
Dismissed Converse
Psychologist
A charge that the principle of
academic freedom was violated by
Converse College, Spartanburg, S.
C, last spring when its board of
trustees dismissed Dr. Peter A.
Carmichael as professor of philosophy and psychology, is made by
the special committee of the American Association of University Professes, appointed to investigate
this case.
The committee was made up of
Prof. H. D. "Wolf of t.'.e TTniver(Continued on page eight)

When questioned about basketball prospects for the coming season Coach Joe Davis replied that
"we should have a better court
team than that of last year, but
it's hard to tell much after such
short practice."
HARD AT WORK
For the past several weeks Mentor Davis and his casters have
been putting in some strenuous
work in an effort to be in tip-top
shape when they defend local honors against Duke on the 18th.
(Continued on page two)

FROSH GRIDSTERS
SUCCESSFUL SEASON
Rats Down Erskine, S.C., P.C.;
Succumb to N.C., Furman
. Aggregations
Coach Bob Jones' freshmen lost
their grasp on the state title they
held in the local ice-box for one
year, but despite this fact they
turned in a satisfactory record
for the grid year.
Opening at "home with a 12-0
win over the Erskine frosh the
Jotaesmen demonstrated excellent
ball carrying.
Dill Clary, Dusty
Wiles, and Red Bethea featured
for the Cubs.
BIDDIES PLUCKED
After a respite of a month the
freshmen journeyed to Columbia
(Continued on page eight)

Brilliant Mathematician Began
Work Here As English Instructor
Car* you fancy "Little Joe"
Hunter as a teacher of English? Perhaps your imagination won't stretch that far,
but the fact is that this popular member of the faculty
came to Clemson for this very
purpose.
PAGE RIPLEY
It is one of those facts fitting for a have-you-ever-heard
column, and an exclude scoop
for this issue of THE TIGER,
that the fates on/e decreed
that a young man by the name
of Joseph Everett munter came
to Clemson in thei capacity of

an instructor in English, and
that another young man by
the name of Mark Edward
Bradley came to Clemson as
an instructor in mathematics.
SOMEWHAT WORRIED
During the summer before
they were to assume their duties, consternation reigned supreme in the mind of the
young graduate from Clemson College who had experienced a difficulty in English,
known since to many other
Clemson men, and in the mind
of the young Erskine grad(Continued on page eight)

26 Bengals Awarded
Block Sweaters

Fellers Gets
Tilt's Only
Counter

Twenty-six of Jess Xeely's
Tiger gridsters were awarded
Block C's by the Clemson Athletic Council Monday for outstanding work during the grid
season.
Those receiving the coveted
sweaters are Oapt. Henry Woodward, Bill Dillard, Alex Stevens, Earl Robinson, Randy
Hinson, Henry McCown, Tate
Horton, Mac Folger, Holberti
Lee, Joe Berry, Stan Fellers,
C. W. Watson, Roddy Kissam,
Don Shuford, Sam McConneU,
Tom Brown, Manuel Black,
Cliff Henley, John Troutman,
Merritt Lewis, Harry Shore,
Clarence Inabinet, Bill Croxton, Lawrence Btischer, Cornelious Cummings, and Al Yarbrough. Walt Dillard, manager, also was the recipient of a
letter.
"Red"
Cheves
and
"Squirrel"
Quattlebaum were
elected co-managers of the '35
team.

Jupiter Pluvius Slows Up Riggs
Field for Tiger, Hurricane Game
ENDS GRID YEAR

Holt Is Leader In
West Point Exam
Is Eligible to Compete in Final
Tests at Ft. McPherson
IS TIGER SCRIBE
E. R. Holt, sophomore of Charlotte, N. C, won first place in the
recent North Carolina National
Guard competitive exam for the
United State Military Academy and
the Governor's appointment which
goes with it.
This appointment
allows him to take the regular entrance examination to West Point
along with the appointees from
the other states and territories.
FURTHER TESTS
Holt, who is a private in the
Headquarters and Selrvice Com;pany of the 105th Engineers, will
journey to Fort MicPherson early
in March for the final tests, the
physical and mental exams.
(Continued on page seven)
NORTHERN CADETS FORM
CLUii; OFFICERS NAMED
At the first meeting of the newly organized Yankee Club, composed of all Clemson students residing above the Mason and Dixon
Line, the following officers were
elected: President, H. B. Kirkegard; vice president, Howell Misdom; secretary and treasurer, S.
E. Campbell.
TO HOLD DA*CE
The program
committee
announced that there would be a
dance held by the club following
the Christmas holidays.
Captain Harcombe was elected
an honorary member of the club
since he formerly resided in New
York before coming to Clemson.

With bleak Thanksgiving skies
hanging low over a dampened
Riggs Field the Clemson Tigers
roared out a 7-0 victory over a
defensive Furman eleven as an
orderly crowd of 10,500 watched
the Palmetto grid pennant ripple
over Bengalville for the first time
since Jess Neely drove his Hudson
coupe on the campus four years
ago.
TURF IS SLUGGISH
The field was slow, a victim of
an offering of Jupiter Pluvius the
(Continued on page six)

FIGURES SHOW LOCALS
BEST ONJFFENSIVE
Bengals Excel in All Departments of Game Except
Punting
Following are statistics on the
Clemson victory over the Furman
Hurricane on Riggs Field last
Thursday:
First downs:
Clemson 10; Furman 1.
Yards by rushing:
Clemson gained 156 yards and
lost 3 3 for a net gain of 128
yards.
Furman gained 15 yards and
lost 35 for a loss of 19 yards.
Passes:
Clemson attempted 15 passes,
four being completed for a
gain of 54 yards. Two were
intercepted and nine were
either broken up or grounded.
Furman attempted five passes,
one being completed for 10
(Continued on page eight)

By Their Words
I'm trying to impress you with
the fact that I know a great deal
about the subject.
—Clarke.
Isn't it strange how ihe cards
of those who are asleep come to
the top?
—Brearley.
All right, we'll take a vote on
this thing.
How many of you
want a quiz on Monday?
——Manning.
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Austin, ROTC Inspector, Praises Corps Of Cadets
ENVOY FROM CORPS AREA HEADQUARTERS
INSPECTS CLASSES! PLEASED WITH VISIT

BASKETEERS PREPARE
FOR TILT WITH DUKE
(Continued from page one)

Jess Neely, Clemson head
coach, has his hat in hand
and coat over arm in the picture (right), but if Tiger students have anything to do
with it the slow-talking and
fast-thinking mentor isn't going anywhere.

Only two men were lost t>y graduation last year, Simons and Shuler. Nearly all veterans have reported back, along with severa.
other men— mainly outstanding
frosh court stars of last year.
EXPECTED'SOON
i Four of the football men, Woodward, Shore, Brown, and Dillard,
are expected to don the hardwood
togs in the next few days.
Managers Bryan, LaGrone, and
Reynolds have the new uniforms
,.on hand; these consist of blaak
. trunks and white and gold shirts
' with dark numerals and lettering.
The schedule will toe published

Four years ago Neely came
to Tigertown; here he immediately gained the respect of all
who came in contact with this
genial Tennesseean.
Starting
with rough grid material he
has brought the local eleven
up the ladder of victory until
he has a state grid pennant
waving in the breeze over

later.

NOW THEY WANT ONE
Taking their cue from the students at Amherst College, the
Undergraduates at Hamilton Col. tege have begun a drive to raise
$450,000 for a new gymnasium.

METZ APPOINTED TO
POST OF REGISTRAR
(Continued from page one)

WITH POWER COMPANY

L. H. Harvin, O. H. Rawlinson
and L. N. McKain of tne class of
'34, together with W. W<, Dickson
GUEST OF MOORMAN
and H. B. Hicks of the class of
'33, are with the engineering deRepresenting
Colonel
William partment of the Carolina Power
Reed, ROTC officer of the Fourth Company.
Corps Area, Captain Thomas A.
Austin of the Regular Army spent
parts of Sunday and Monday at
Clemson.
VISITED CLASSROOMS
Captain Austin's visit was more
(Continued from page one)
in the nature of a conference than
an inspection, and w»s but one
of many he is making in a round with which he is dealing.
Following the address an inforof the various schools of the Fourth
Corps Area maintaining ROTC un- mal "round table" discussion was
its. While here, however, Captain held.
PLEDGE 2 PROFS
Austin accompanied Colonel T. S.
At a recent meeting of Phi Psi
Moorman, PMS&T on visits to a
cumber of the classes, the supply two members of the textile faculroom and the email bore target ty, Prof. Roland L. Lee of the
carding and spinning department
range.
and Prof. J. B. Osmond of the
PRAISES LOCAL UNIT
Upon his departure he expressed textile chemistry and dyeing dewere
extended
bids.
high praise of the conduct of partment,
Prof.
Lee
will
enter
the
frat
as
an
Clemson's ROTC unit.
By an odd coincidence, Captain honorary member and Prof. OsAustin, in the past, has served mond is to become an active memwith all of the captains of the ber.

MILL MANAGER SPEAKS,
AUSPICES OF PHI PSI

Riggs Field.

GAME RULES VIOLATED
SAYS LETTER TO TIGER
A member of the Clemson game
association writes in to this pub,. lieation that "some people on this
campus are violating the rules of
the association and shooting game
in the bottoms, and other parts,
that has been placed there by the
organization."
The letter requests' that those
guilty of such violations please
(refrain from similar actions- in
. tbe future.

Has Served with Members of
PMS&T's Staff During
Career

PUBLISHER FROWNS ON
FEDERAL COMPETITION
Speaking before the 'Southern
Interscholastic
Press
Association
at Washington and Lee University,
Eugene Meyer, publisher of the
Washington Post, charged that
within the last few weeks the
government had entered
direct
competition with the nation's newspapers. The government, he said,
has started a drive to encourage
advertising by mail.

versity and Teachers College, Columbia University.
Professor Marvin iGuin of the
agricultural economics department
is in charge of Professor Metz'
classes for the time being. At the
beginning of the second semester
J. E. Ward will replaee him.
Ward will come to Clemson with
an excellent record to his credit. and done some work with the
A B.S. from Virginia in '29 and Bethlehem Steel Company.
an M.S. from that institution in
At present he is an instructor
'31, he has studied at Harvard in the University of Virginia.

regular army now oh duty nere as
assistants to the PMS&T.
VARIED CAREER
Captain Austin has had a .number of interesting details dtaring
his 17 years service, including a
place with the Pershing commission which conducted the TacnaArica plebiscite, and the joint army and Marine Corps commission
which, under the leadership or

Major General Frank R. McCoy,
supervised the elections In Nicaragua at the time of the Sandine
trouble in that country about 1928.
GUEST OF MOORMAN
While at Clemson Captain Austin was the guest of Colonel Moorman. He left late Monday afternoon for Spartanburg, where he
is to make a similar inspection of
Wofford college.

&Uit
to
-%&*

yes, and
here's why—
...ma

We know that smoking a pipe
is different from smoking a cigar or
cigarette . . . and in trying to find
the tobacco best suited for pipes . . .
We found out that the best tobacco
for use in a pipe grows down in the
Blue Grass Section cf Kentucky, and it
is called White Burley.
There is a certain kind of this tobacco
that is between the tobacco used for cigarettes and the kind that is used for chewing tobacco.
This is the kind of tobacco that we use,
year after year, for Granger Rough Cut.
We got the right pipe tobacco, made
it by the right process . . . Wellman's
Process ... we cut it tight... rough cut.
The big Granger flakes have to
burn cool and they certainly last
longer, and never gum the pipe.
© 1934, LIGGETT * MYERS TOBACCO CO.

common - sense
package—10c

%

the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the «^>ipe tobacco that's COOL
—.folks seem to like it
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Tigers Ring Down Curtain On Suicide Schedule
Tigers Place Five
On AP All-State
The following is the AP selection for the first two allstate football teams for the
grid season just ended.
FIRST TEAM
End—Oaig (South Carolina)
T—Brown ( Clemson)
G—Shore (Clemson)
C—Symmes (Citadel)
G—Gaffney (South Carolina)
Jones (Wofford)
T—Black (Clemson)
E—Fellers (Clemson)
Q—Mauney (South Carolina)
H—Stevens (Furman)
Beck (Newberry)
H—vHinson (Clemson)
F—Bolick (Presbyterian Col.)
SECOND TEAM
E—King (Furman)
T—Huskey (South Carolina)
G—Inabinet (Clemson)
C—Stroud (South Carolina)
G—Quattlebaum (Wofford)
T—Powell (Furman)
E—Mann (Erskine)
Q—Anderson (Wofford)
Perrin (Presbyterian Col.)
H—Woodward (Clemson)
H—Gault (Wofford)
F—Hutt (Furman)

FORMER Y PRESIDENT
SPEAKSJT VESPERS
Wade Perry and Music Features Sunday Night
Devotionals

*

,

Wade Perry, president o£ the
Clemson YMCA last year and now
teacher at Clinton High School,
was the chief speaker at the Sunday night vesper services. A group
of Clinton students were aleo on
the program.
Perry delivered an interesting
address on "Influences", citing incidents in the lives of well known
men. Musical selections were rendered by Marshall Smith, Dwight
Chapin, and the Misses Hagen and
Persley.
The visitors were supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff,
following the services.

DOG RESTORER WANTS
CONDEMNED MEN FOR
REVIVIFICATION TESTS

"Fearless" Joe

Cornish Refuses Offer of High
School Boy to Submit to
Experiments

Sophs Name
Ring Group

ADMIRES LAD'S FAITH
Dr. Robert E. Cornish of Berkley, California, who has gained
fame for his ability in restoring
to life dogs that have been dead,
last week was forced to refuse
the offer of a high school boy to
let Dr. Cornish put him to death
and bring him to life again. The
boy wrote that he thought the experiment would help him in his
scientific studies.
"CAN'T ACCEPT"
"Of course, I couldn't possibly
accept the offer," the scientist said.
"Apparently he has plenty of faith
in my work, believing my method
of revivification would be successful on a human being.
But the
only offer of this kind I would accept would be from a man condemned to death by capital punishment."
WANTS CONDEMNED MEN
Dr. Cornish recently attempted
to get the governors of several
states that have capital punishment to allow him to experiment
on condemned men.
Thus far no governor has been
willing to acceed.
Dr. Cornish's most widely talKed about feat was that of restoring
to life a dog, thereafter named
Lazarus, which he had put to
death in his laboratory.
Lazarus
is still living.

BAND TO RENDER MUSIC
FOR YULE CELEBRATION
IN LAURENS TOMORROW

Tomorrow
morning
Clemson's
crack 50 piece band leaves for
*
Laurene, where it will play for
the Christmas Festival of that
city.
This makes the fifth trip that
*
the band has taken this year; Columbia, Anderson, Asheville, and
Savannah have been visited, all in
-.PROF LISTS MOST USED
connection with Clemson grid tilts.
WORDS IN VOCABULARY
It is rumored that the members
OF INTELLIGENT READER of the musical organization plan
to join a national music fraternity
The 10,000 words he thinks are later in the year.
needed by anyone who wishes to
read intelligently about what is CLEMSON STUDENT CALLS
UP FROM GREENVILLE TO
going on in the world today iiave
GET HELP IN ROMANCING
been selected by Prof. Edward T.
Thorndike of Teachers College in
► New York.
Interestingly enough,
In a recent interview, Marie
the list does not include such Rose, an "Advice-to-the-love-lorn"
words as Tammany, collectivist, authoress, gave several hints on
communism, trade-union, nitrogen how to get along with the opposite
;
and Darwin.
Dr. Thorndike said sex.
Many people seek her aoif these words were included more vice, and she told of several inimportant ones would have to be stances when various individuals
^excluded.
wanted her to help them smooth
As an example of how obscure out matrimonial and other difficulwords of a purely scientific nature ties concerning love affairs. Among
gradually come to be an important other instances she listed the oc-*part of the language, Dr. Thorn- casion on which a Clemson youth
dike cited the case of the word telephoned from Greenville to get
"gas". It was once purely a scien- his troubles settled.
tific word, invented in the 17th
century by the chemist, von HelSHOULD RESHAPE TRAINING
mont.
Now the word is one of
the 2,500 most often used in ordiAccording to Dean J. W. Barker
nary conversation on writing.
How to increase your vocabu- of the school of engineering at
lary? "Read widely in magazines Columbia University, scientists like
and books which contain interest- Einstein are gradually creating a
s'*ing context and are easy to read," gap between science and engineering which, when bridged, will
advises Dr. Thorndike.
bring about a new mechanical revA reshaping of training
► Living with Eskimos is a won- olution.
derful character builder for any in the engineering school is needyouth.
—Rockwell Kent. ed to help bridge this gap, he said.

BENGAL ELEVEN STORES CUP IN NOOK OF
NEELY REFRIGERATOR, AND LOOKS BACK ON
TOUGHEST TILTS FACED IN RECENT YEARS

"Fearless" Joe Davis, Tiger
court mentor, is sending his
basketeers u^ and down the
hardwood these autumn nights
in an attempt to get them in
A-l shape before a powerful
Duke five from Durham comes
to Clemson for the liengal
cagestcrs opening tilt on December 18th.

EIGHT PROGRAMS TO BE
GIVEN BY DEPUTATORS
IN CHARLESTON SUNDAY
The Deputation team of the local YMCA, composed of Secretary
Roy Cooper and nine cadets, will
lender a series of eight programs
to various religious congregations
in Charleston this weekend.
Tentative plans have been made
to broadcast speeches and discussions over the Charleston radio station.
The team is under the chairmanship of W. P. Mauldin, who is assisted by H. B. Malone.
TRY AND APPLY THIS "DEF"
ON LD?PINCOTT'S PRELIMS
Old or new, here's just another
modern definition:
College—the
place where students eat, sleep, and
sober up between weekends.
The Corps of Cadets extends
heartfelt sympathy to Cadets
Clyde S. and William Bryce
of Florence in the recent
death of their father.

The members of the ring committee for the rising junior class
were elected in a meeting held by
the sophomore class in chapel on
November 22.
The second year men elected to
positions on the committee are
W. B. Cloaninger (chairman), E.
R. Holt, Jeff Davis, W. B. Forbes,
and W. R. English.
This newly elected delegation
met with the present junior committee Monday in order to acquaint themselves with the nature
of their future work.

gone in a blaze of colorful excitement.
Never before have
the red walls of Clemson College looked down on so festive a scene as when twelve
thousand enthusasts poured
into town to help the Corps
celebrate Thanksgiving Day.
The regiment of Cadets was
given the entire day for merry-making and holiday. From
the giant turkey spread featured by music of the Jungaleers and given by Harcombe
and Company Wednesday nite
to the abrupt end of the Autumn Ball ver' early Friday
morn the campus teemed with
alumni, families, football fans,
dance lovers, and DAMES!
The built-up grandstand and
the extra seats of Riggs Field
boasted the largest crowd ever to attend a Tiger contest
In his own lair. The game,
'though slow, had its high
spots, and not until after the
final whistle did the Bengals
safely have their 7-0 victory
over the visiting Furman Hurricane.
The Ooiitps watched
for the last time the fighting
antics of Captain Woodward,

Cop

State

Pennant;

Take Fifth Place in
Conference
WIN 5, LOSE 4

BY W. K. LEWIS
With the Palmetto grid cup
safely stored away until next year,
Jess Neely, his co-workers, and
charges can look back on one of
the most successful seasons and
the hardest nine game schedule to
be completed by a Clemson team
in many a year.
OPENED WITH P. C.
The P. C. opener saw Clemson
eke out a 6 point victory over a
group
o.f well
trained fighters,
thereby laying claim to a portion
of the state crown. Even though
the six points did not look so very
big they were well earned against
JUNGAI.EERS PLAY TO
Walter Johnson's plucky little enPOST HOLIDAY CROWD
IN PARISH BUILDING semble.
TECH OVER-RATED
The
following Saturday saw the
As an anti-climax to the ThanksBengals
and a crew of supporters
giving festivities on the campus
Clemson's own Jungaleers sponsor- at Grant Field in Atlanta battling
ed a successful dance in the Parish an over-rated swarm of "Yellow
Jackets whose only victory of the
House Friday night.
A small but enthusiastic crowd season was in this, their opening
was in attendance. The tunes of game. Tech drew first blood early
the
local
melody-makers
made in the fray, but the encouraged
quite a hit with those on hand, Cats fought back valiantly and.
and the entire affair went oft sat- outplayed Alexander's Jackets during the remainder of the game.
isfactorily.
- ■
Randy Hinson started' his all-season brilliance by his; outstanding
PETER PIPER HAD NOTHING
performance in ground gaining and>
ON THIS POTENTL1L POET
the final whistle saw Tech holding
a bare touchdown lead.
In desperate effort to 'fill up
DOWNED BY DUKE
space in his column, a member of
Duke's Devils were next encounThe Yellow Jacket staff printed
tered by Clemson's band of war:the following:
riors and although that outstand-^
Ode on a Cylindrical Enclosure
ing N. C. eleven piled up 20 points
A canner exceedingly canny,
to 6 for the Clemsonites, the Purr
Once remarked to his granny,
pie and Gold aggregation did
"A canner can can anything that
themselves proud by making 8 first-,
he can
downs and gaining 80 yards aBut a canner can't can a can,
gainst 7 and 105 for the Blue
can he?
Devils.
BOW BEFORiu COLONELS
iNeeiy s proteges came Dacic irom
a long trip to tne Blue Grass Kenr
tucKy country, having lOat a nard.
iougnt battle to the University ol
Kentucky
Wildcats
oy a :one
Alternate Captain Fellers,' Diltouchdown.
In
tne
closing
minlard, Lewis, AVatson, Robinutes o£ tne contest, after an inson, Stevens, and Cummings,
tercepted pass put the Colonels on.
all graduating grid stars who
their
feet, Chet \vynne s eleven
will be lost to the team in
put
forth
all its effort, and pushJune. Furman's valiant fight
ed the oval over the last stripe.
against the powerful Tiger line
PLUCK CHICKENS
made the state championship
The Tigers undoubtedly reached
battle a whale of a tough aftheir peak on "Big Thursday" of
ternoon for both sides, while
the State Fair when they comthrills were thrown in several
times as fleet orange-jerseyed
pletely plucked all the feathers
from a
spiritless Gamecock
of
backs sifted around ends and
Carolina, thus breaking the string
brought back punts deep into
of three losses. The victors were
Hurricane land.
Festivities reached a climax
led in their triumphant march
Thursday evening from 10 'til
by two boys playing their last col3 as the largest dance crowd
lege tilt on native turf, Captain
Henry Woodward and Alternate
of the year enjoyed the music
of Johnny Hamp and his orCaptain Stanley Fellers. The 19-0
chestra at Blue Key's Autumn
walkover was a game in which
Ball. The fieldhouse presentClemson's plays clicked to perfeotion: hardly a one failed to
ed a beautiful picture of color
a*s the decorating committee
pile up some yardage.
carried out a setting motif of
ON TO RALEIGH
modernistic and symbolic elWith regained courage, Clemson
ements of Thanksgiving. Ovmarched on to Raleigh and tacker two hundred and fifty girls
led Hunk Anderson's N. C. State
from all over the Southland
Wolf pack, spilling it for a 12-6
attended the hop.
Five noloss.
This Southern conference
breaks featured the evening's
victory put the Tigers a little
dance, and several specialty
further up the ladder and ruined
State's Homecoming Day.
numbers were rendered by the
Hamp boys and their glorified
The next week end Neely took
torch-singer. So endeth anothhis squad westward to offer that
er Tiger turkey!
(Continued on page six)

State Title Clash, Drill, Dance
Features Thanksgiving On Campus
BY "SKILLET" HOLT
Turkey Day has come and

Felines
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THE LAND OF THE FREE

that Rat Mac White should blush
with shame as he thinks of shortsheeting Ann of Spartanburg during her Thanksgiving sojourn on
M Company.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Clemson's uniform still has
power is evidenced by the somewhat disturbing fact that Saran
Jane Frye, president of the G. W.
C. senior class, sat on the Tiger
side during the Furman tilt.
i

OSCAR SATS

that Corporal Jimmie Prestwood
maneuvers his squad from number
3, rear rank, and that' this is
unique to say the least.
OSCAR SAYS

UEY LONG, the bloated "gentleman" from Louisiana, has jabbed another besmirched feather in his
cap of ill-gotten gains, this time by having suspended from LSU the staff of The Reveille who dared
criticise his dictatorial whims.
The case is a simple one. Several weeks ago the Kingfish
offered Abe Mickal, Tiger grid ace, a state senatorship which
Mickal refused. The demagogue heard that his offer of a
solonship to the student was to be denounced by the LSU
publication. He acted promptly; according to an AP dispatch
from Baton Rouge, "The printing presses were stopped, guards
were posted at the door, and scores of printed editions were
destroyed. The issue appeared only after objectionable matter was deleted." When Editor Jesse H. Cutrer saw J. M.
Smith, president of the university, he was informed that "no
criticism of Long or any university official would be permitted", and that, furthermore, "the staff would have to accept
the censorship of a faculty supervisor or resign." The staff
resigned, and 4 of 26 seniors in journalism who favored this
move were handed walking papers.
Long, a walking one-ring circus, is drunk with his own
power. Hiding behind a pile of gold and an armed bodyguard this jerk-water politician and headline hunter toys with
liberty and education as if they were just another pair of his
ward bosses; that he will soon learn the difference between
American students and his group of parasitic henchmen is a
statement that we venture without fear of contradiction. Too
much decent blood has spilled in the fight for man's freedom
to let this slovenly and boorish clown trample it in the dust
with a twist of his heel.
Collegiate weeklies in the South are fast moving over the
editorial route to the aid of Cutrer, his associates, and over
and above these, the cause of freedom of speech. A few excerpts from our exchange list follows:
Florida Flambeau: "If Huey and his cohorts are to be
consistent in their rule of LSU they will have to remove Milton's 'Areopagitica' and John Stuart Mills' 'On Liberty' from
the English literature course."
Tulane Hullabaloo: "And so the Kingfish becomes editor
of what was once The Reveille, and with it, he takes on another characteristic of his European counter-parts—suppression.
The next step will be control of education."
Alabama Crimson-White: "Is there any possible reason
then, to wonder why the entire staff of the school paper resigned. One wonders why the whole student body has not
registered a similar intention."
N. C. State Technician: "It is not the students on the
staff of the Louisiana State newspaper who should be blamed
for 'gross disrespect', but the officials for a 'gross disrespect'
of the freedom of the press, a right which the Constitution
of the U. S. provides."
The editors of this sheet know Cutrer well, having spent
six weeks with him in the publicity department of the ROTC
camp at Fort McClellan, Alabama, this past summer. He is
an ardent supporter of LSU, a courageous newspaper man,
and not one to fly off the handle without ample cause.
We stated our views on collegiate freedom of the press
several weeks ago. With Huey's claim, "I made" LSU the
school it is today", ringing in our ears we feel strongly tempted to mail him thirty gleaming pieces of silver.

that Tom Folger and Slick "My
I.Q. is over 32" McCown have a
swell time tossing slips about each
other in the Oscar box by the
Guardroom.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that Madame Wallace, Tobey's
shadow, had a somewhat scarlet
"face" after the red paint maneuvers of some of his playmates at
the Engine House.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that "Low Country" Riley, Charleston's Ichabod Crane, ambled in.
last Saturday night with a pair
of luscious red lips, and that m
the future Riley should wipe that
kissproof off before telling nis *ole
ladies' that he's just been to the
show.
iiai
-OSCAR SAYS

that Mule Cassidy has taken his
pen out hie pigeon holes and is
once more engaged in soulful correspondence with Virginia,
the
Winthrop flash.
-OSCAR SATS-

__that a letter in a strong feminine hand comes in telling this
scribbler to -warn Bose Kanapaux
that sabre-chains are worn on the
left side and not the right.
OSCAR SAYS

that Romeo B-square Dacus is
wondering how Juliette will act
when she gets around these slickers from the city.
OSCAR SAYS

__that he notes where Howard
"Isn't Dot nice looking" Nottingham has been promoted to the
grade of corporal hy the frosh of
B Company.
OSCAR SAYS

that he wonders what amazon
in the G. W. C. Zoo had Sarge
Stokely of Headquarters Company
so flustrated that he returned to
Tigertown with his Clemson cap
reposing on a plush sofa in the
Greenville institute.
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ORDER
(to prevent the swains whose girl3
For lo these many years we were staying there from escorting
have held fast to the opinion that them any farther than the door.
a football game without a free- He learned many interesting things,
for-all and six drunks following chiefly never to trust your date
the band about the field at the out of your sight. By actual count,
half was no football game at all. no less than 70% of the young
We considered shining inebriated ladies quartered on M Company
gentlemen and brawls an integral had late dates after the dance,
part of the glamour surrounding most of them not even pausing to
the contest.
But the absence of powder the nose while changing
such disorder at Thanksgiving did escorts.
not detract from our day and indeed it enhanced it. The officials FALLING STAR
After writing the above parahere and at Furman are pretty
proud of the students. The press graph we reflected a bit and we
over the state has given vent to believe that we have gotten to .the
much favorable comment concern- bottom of a thing that has been
ing the order of the vast crowd. worrying us all week.
Captain
And we ourselves are happy to see Dan Moore was one of the very
the successful application of a pet few people who met any formatheory of ours: that people who tions at all 'Saturday. He met reget drunk at football games pro- treat. When he started to march
bably don ladies hats and kiss oth- his company in to supper he gave
er men's wives at parties, and "Forward March", took one step
should stay at home.
forward, and fell flat on his face.
We wondered why, but we realize
CRUSADER
now that the news printed above
Executing a distinct about face, had probably just reached him.
we grasp our sword firmly by the His girl did stay on M Company.
hilt and set out to rignt a great
wrong. We refer to the case of WANT AD
Miss Elizabeth Adams as presented
We practically had to stop the
by our distinguished contemporary presses to get this in but after
in the last issue of this monumen- all when a young lady feels the
tal publication. 'Twas no fault of urge for publicity strongly enough
Oscar's since he presented the facts to send Mr. Chaplin a thirty word
as they were presented to him. The telegram, we are never one fo
thing was that Miss Adams was quibble. Below you will find printmade to appear in a worse light ed verbatim the telegram which
than she deserved, and Mr. (Mac was sent to the editor, and in the
Calhoun, who acted in a pretty natural course of events found its
asinine manner about the whole way to us.
thing, was held up as a martyr. GEORGE CHAPLIN EDITOR IN
As we grasp the matter, and at CHIEF, THE TIGER, CLEMSON
this time our grasp is none too COLLEGE SOCAR
steady,
Miss Adams tentatively
PLEASE INSERT FOLLOWING
agreed to come to the dance with IN NEXT ISSUE OF THE TIGER
Calhoun, later got a better offer, STOP LOST STRAYED OR STOLand told Mr. Calhoun that she was EN ONE HANDSOME BLONDE
sorry. Anyone who makes a date STOP FINDER PLEASE REFER
with a Brenau lady should be pre- TO L W BOX 122 COKER COLpared to have it broken at the LEGE HARTSVILLE SC STOP P
last minute and should always S CANT ACCOMMODATE BUT
make another date with a more ONE
dependable type, say Winthrop, so
NO SIGNATURE
that he would have something to
fall back on.
But not Mr. Cal- HAW
houn; he became ireful and wrote
The sports editor of the Spara distinctly nasty epistle to Miss tanburg Herald must be just a
Adams telling her where to get trifle pink around the ears at this
off.
Instead of getting off, Miss time. When he published his seAdams wrote back the letter which lection for an All-State team he
Oscar referred to as high-schoolish mentioned not the name of our
and Mr. Calhoun showed the let- ace, Randy Hinson. And the next
ter to all and sundry. Those, are day his paper carried the Allthe facts and we hope that the American nominations of the A. P.
wrong is more or less righted; at with
Hinson's
name
mentioned
least we have shown that Mr. Cal- alongside Duke's Cornelius, and
houn's behavior was far from im- Army's Buckler.
peccable.
WEEK'S OUTLATE DATES
STANDING CADET:
Reg. Sgt. Major Arthur Williams
Corporal R. S. Campbell of G
had a very lucrative position last Company who, after starting to
Thursday evening, sitting as he every dance for the past two
did in front of the Third barracks years, finally got to one.

OSCAR SAYS

that he hows in profound apology to P. Sloan of Pendleton for
his
seeming
negligence
Friday
night, and that at the next meet•S?'-""
ing he will explain in detail why
he failed to put in an appearance ALL THEY NEED NOW, IS MAE
SIX PHI BETA KAPPAS ON
at the designated time.
WEST AND A MUG O' SOHLITZ SEWANEE GRID TEAM SINCE
OSCAR SATS
CHAPTER INSTALLED THERE
that Bromo Odom, of little brown
Seniors at Wofford have decidbag fame, kidnapped the baby from ed to revive some of the old "Gay
Brain and brawn seem to go
Rat Fairy of the Band Friday 'Nineties" costumes in order to hand in hand at Sewanee.
The
afternoon, but returned the infant distinguish themselves from the scholarship rating of the members
in foul shape later oh in the day. members of the lower classes. They of the football squad is 1.33%
-OSCAR 8AYShave ordered derbies, and some of above the average rating or the
that Joe Davis, genial hard- the more ambitious ones are rais- student body. Since the founding
w'ood coach, told his basketeers ing mustaches to go along with of the Sewanee chapter of Phi Beta
that 'that's one good looking baby; the derbies. The seniors will also Kappa less than 10 years ago, six
takes after his pa' in referring to carry their canes to classes, par- football players have been initiatLittle Fearless.
ties, town, and practically every- ed and one of them won a Rhodes
scholarship.
where else.
(Continued on page five)
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Yale University has adopted a
system whereby the unusual etudent is advanced more rapidly than
his duller classmate. More than a
third of the freshman class this
year will be permitted to skip eome
of the regular first year work under
this plan.

We Appreciate Your
Business

THE TIGER
WANTS PUBLICITY PLANK
Prof.

Milton

Conover

of

Yale

Oscar Says

Shops in Barracks No. 1 and in
Sloan's Arcade

More Miles with Less Trouhle

SGOTTY'S MESSERY

NEW CLEMSON PENNANTS
AND PILLOW COVERS
ARE CHEAPER AT

"Judge" Keller

WILLIAM C, ROWLAND, INC,
PHILADELPHIA

SAYS

that Huckabee, Tigertown's Robin Hood, and Doctor of Textile
Chemistry and Dying at Honest
Horace's Linthead Emporium, is
always calling for 'Sweet Sue' at
dances, and it seems that he's going up the aisle one of these days
with Her.
OSCAH SAYS

I

THE STUDENT CLEANERS

OSCAR SAYS

that one Tiger scribe was considerably disappointed when he received a special from Esta of
Pitt Street saying that "I can't be
there Thanksgiving."
OSCAR

I*

USE TEXACO

University urges that there should
Your Business Appreciated
AT YOUR SERVICE
(Continued from page four)
be established a new national poBattery Service—
litical party with prohibition as its
Your Business Apprciated
__that Rachel Ferry of Kingstree
principal plank.
Washes and Polishes
put aside all conventionality Friday afternoon when she oratorically
proposed marriage to that chief
A Tenderloin Steak Sandwich
of the six-year men, Herr Monroe
CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY
Yonce.
at SCOTTY'S 15c

PIKE & PATTERSON

/
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Clemson College Laundry

that Robbie Robinson, Asheville's
million dollar test-tube wielder, m
seems very much that way about El
Lib Creighton these days.
IIHHgilIHgilllHlllll
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DRAB SKY HANGS OVER
FIELD AS 10,000 SEE
BENGALSTOP FURMAN
(Continued from page one)
day belort., ana the contest lacked
many of the thrills tnat might otherwise have been aiiorded the
spectators.
The only counter of the tilt
came midways o.f the first quarter
when Stanley Fellers, alternate
captain of the feline family and
stellar flankman of the Neely aggregation, intercepted a Hurricane
lateral and checked out 62 yards
for the lone score of the day.
HE SCORES AGAIN
Not content with his lengthy
journey the former Columbia High
star planted his learned pedal extremity in the pigskin, and had the
satisfaction - of seeing the oval go,
end over end, through the middle
of the uprights.
The score might have ended a
bit differently if the Purple and
White outfit from Greenville had
not brought along with them one
gentleman by tfcd name Oif Koy
Stevens.
This Breeze back with
h'.s good right fort pulled -.he MicLeodmen out of several holes that
might have been aptly described
as "tight"; on two occasions he
sent the leather flying through ether for 70 yards, and his average
boot coursed through the clouds
for about 4 5 yards.
SPLENDID DEFENSE
The Purple Hurricane offered
the locals what was pernaps their
strongest defensive opposition of
the season (with the possible exception of the 'Bama boys from
Tuscaloosa.)
IFS DON'T COUNT
The Royal Bengals lost what
might have been a touchdown when
the timer's gun sounded the end
of the half with the ball one yard
from the last white marker, and
one more down for the Jungaleers.
But suppositions count for less
than nothing in sports circles (after the game is over) and all that
concerns those interested is that
•Clemson won the state cup, won
it with a team superior to any in
the state, and one of the best in
the South.
Outstanding linemen of the fracas were King of Furman and
Brown, Black, Fellers and Shore
of Clemson. Stevens, by virtue of
his ball-booting activities, was tne
outstanding back, but Dillard, McCown, "Woodward,
Hinson,
and
Horton could hardly toe termed ineffective.

Manhattans TODGHEST SCHEDULE
Hear Sikes OF YEARS GOMES TO

A girls orchestra is now being
organized at Queens-Chicora College. The girls will play classical
music and jazz—mostly jazz. The
orchestra will be under the direcfor tion of Joe Romans, and it will
play for events in Charlotte as
well as at the college.

SUCCESSFUL FINISH

(Special to The Tiger)
BY J. C. J?URMAX
The annual business 'meeting
and dinner of the New York City
Chapter of the Clemson Alumni
Association
was
held
Saturday
evening, November 24th, in New
York. The New York City chapter
embraces so-called
greater
New York"—that is, New York
and its many suburbs. It may be
surprising to \South Carolinians to
learn that New York City Chapter of the Clemson alumni association is composed of almost 200
men.
SIKES IS WEDCOSLED
Dr. Enoch Walter Sikes, president of Clemson, was guest of
honor. Dr. Sikes was warmly welcomed by those present, all of
whom were greatly interested in
the message he brought to New
York, regarding
present
conditions at Clemson, and the plans lor
Clemson's future.
MOORE PRESIDES
John B. M'oore, retiring president of the chapter, presided. The
newly elected officers are George
F. Mitchell, president; W. Frank
Burrise, 1st vice president; T. K.
Eliott, 2nd vice president; Dr. H.
H. Keyserling, treasurer; Pat Adims, industrial secretary, and M. I.
Jones, secretary.
PLEASED WITH NEELY
The Clemson men in New York
expressed themselves as
highly
pleased with the Tecord at the '34
Clemson football team, and to a
man they are great admirers of
Coach Neely. Dr. Sikes, too, praised Neely most highly. He informed the Clemson graduates' that
Neely is more than a mere football coach. He stated that Neely
is interested in the proper development of the boys—mentally, morally, and physically.
Dr. Sikes
gave examples to illustrate the
fact that Jess Neely never Tuns
the risk of playing a seriously injured star, even when his failure
to do so may mean the possible
loss of a game, which otherwise
might be won.

Furman Tilt Swan Song
1934 Edition Tiger
Eleven

ONE HAPPY FAMILY

ATTENTION, CDA; FEMININE
BAND FORMED AT OHICORA

A recent census at Pennsylvania
State College revealed the existence on the campus of 203 different organizations.
It was concluded that if a Penn State student couldn't find an extra-curricular activity suited to his taste,
lie must be pretty choosey.

(Continued from page three)
great Rose Bowl team of Alabama
competition; as was expected, the
Tide swept over the Tigers, engulfing them in a 40-0 defeat.
TAKE MERCER, 32-0
SUPER SHELL GASOLINE
The defeated Clemsonites swept
down on a Mercer Bear and pushBattery Recharging — Auto Accessories
ed the Macon team around for
a 3 2-0 victory, thereby getting reFirestone Tires
Thor Special Batteries
venge for the loss suffered ait the
hands of Alabama.
A display of
superb blocking featured this tilt
in the sea-coast town.
♦♦^♦^^♦^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦♦♦^^
To wind up a perfect season,
the royal felines clinched the State
Christmas is almost here. Avoid that
title by licking Furman on a mudlast
minute Embarrassment by buying
dy, heavy field before a spirited
your Presents Now.
Thanksgiving
crowd.
The bare
7-0 victory came early in the first
period when Fellers ran 62 yards
after intercepting a Furman pass.
The Neelymen were well worn Before the game was over, but all
Resilo Ties — Reigel Shirts — Monito Socks
the credit possible should go to
them for winding up such a brilliant season in such a colorful
JUNIORS and SENIORS, use your ROTC CREDIT
way.
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HOKE SLOAN

FOR RALFODR'S SWELL JEWELRY
RUY A SUIT

Remember "Clothes make the man with the Girls"

'HELLO WEEK" TO REVIVE
N. C. STATE SCHOOL SPIRIT
HOPES NEW ORGANIZATION
Students at N. C. State College
are observing "Hello Week", which
is sponsored by the newly organized State College Club.
In order
that the entire student body might
become better acquainted, each
student will wear a badge bearing
his name. All students are requested to speak to one another whether passing on the campus or elsewhere.
The purpose of "Hello Wleek"
is to revive a waning school spirit
and to create more friendly relations among the students.

I
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

GEORGIA TECH SENIOR IS
Three 3x4 Pictures in folders
TRIED FOR SHOOTING PINS
(all alike) __ $1.00
AT BURLESQUE SHOW GIRLS
One 3x4 Picture in folder 50c.
A Georgia Tech senior amused
himself by shooting pins at the Two 3x4 Pictures in folders
(alike)
80c.
dancing dames in an Atlanta burlesque theater.
The presiding
Quotations on quantities and
judge expressed his intention of
larger
sizes, made on request.
examining the "wound" on the
girls' legs before passing sentence. H. B. JONES, Jr., Room 142

19,000
miles per hour
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Throat'Ease ?.. c/ctu said a
AAouthtfict/"says Al Jolson
"Thats why I prefer Old/Golds'
AL JOLSON...the

f
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man who made "Mammy" famous on stage and screen

O P- Lorillard Co., Inc.

By Long Distance telephone, a sales executive
recently "covered" more than 153,000 miles in
three business days. He spent a total of eight
hours in talking with his agents in 194 cities —
using Sequence Calling Service.
This service enables subscribers to place with
the Long Distance operator any number of calls
on which they wish to talk consecutively. Connections are completed
rapidly with a minimum
Why not visit your
wait between calls.
folks tonight .°. . by
Sequence Calling is
telephone? For a lot
just one of the many
of pleasure at bargain
services developed to
rates, use station-togear the telephone more
station service after
and more closely to
8:30 P.'M.
business needs.

BELL TELEPHONE

SYSTEM
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SPORTS

WITH HURRICANE GAME

STUDY

NEGRO

RITUAL

The extent to which the ritual
of semi-savage Negroes living in
Brazilian wilds is responsible for
mental and physical suffering among these people is being studied
by Brazilian scientists.

FELLERS ONLY SCORER |
IN THANKSGIVING TILT

WANTS LEADERS TRAINED

WILSON TABLET UNVEILED

Dean William F. Russell of the
Teachers College, Columbia University, is urging the establishment
at Columbia of a new school
where an "educational elite" could
be trained to provide leadership in
American education.

Wesleyan University last week
unveiled a tablet commemorating
the career of Wpodrow Wilson as
a professor of history and political
economy at Wesleyan from 1888 to
1890.
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THE STATE FLAG
As was predicted in this column
last week, the Bengals won over
Furman only after one of the
hardest fought battles of the year.
The Tigers' play was superior to
that of the Hurricane, as is shown
"by the statistics of the tilt, but the
Baptists' impregnable defense near
their goal line, and the punting of
Stevens held the score down considerably.
STATE CHAMPS
The win over the Hurricane
cinched the Palmetto cup tor
the locals, and for the flrst
time in four years, the Neelyjnen are fondling the minting
in Bengalville.
There is not
the slightest doubt in the
minds of grid fans who saw
the Tigers perform this year
.as to whether or not they are
of championship calibre. This
season's edition of the Purple
and Gold was the best to represent Clemson on the turf in
many a day, and easily superior to any other outfit in the
state.
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backs; let us add that he deserves any orchids tossed his
way.
Speaking of mythical teams
and standings on them, we
must admit that our opinion
of the sports scrivener of the
Spartanburg Herald, one Mr.
Garrison,
was
considerably
lowered after perusing his allstate selections.
Fellers was
the only Tiger mentioned.
Keeping caustic thoughts repressed we merely suggest to
friend Garrison that in the
future fie spend more of his
valuable time watching State
teams and less in observing
Wofford. 'Nough said.

ARRIVING DAILY AND NOW ON DISPLAY AT

I

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
THE KINNEY COMPANY'S LINE OF COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY—
We have handled this line for 25 years and Guarantee
Every Article

t
I

BRACELETS - COMPACTS - KEYS - PINS-LADIES'
CIGARETTE CASES - LIGHTERS - LETTER OPENERS
SELECT YODR GIFTS NOW
(R. O. T. C. Checks Accepted)

OUR ALL-STATE
Having seen six of the eight college teams in the state play this;
season we make an all-state selection, with no questions asked
and none answered.
Here goes:
End"—Fellers, Clemson
Tackle—Black, Clemson
Guard—Inabihet, Clemson
Center—Symmes, Citadel
Guard—Shore, Clemson
Tackle—Brown, Clemson
End—Craig, Carolina
Quarter back—Mauney, CarolinaHalfback—Hinson, Clemson
Halfback—Bolick, P. C.
Fullback—McCown, Clemson

fT

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF—

WRIST WATCHES
RADIOS - FOUNTAIN PENS PEN SETS - GIFT COPPER SETS - PERFUME SETS LADIES' FITTED CASES - MANICURE SETS - AND
MANY OTHER GIFTS.
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A GOOD RECORD
Tor the first time since Neely's
arrival on the campus the Bengals
•ended the season with their score
overbalancing that of opponents.
By an intricate process of addition, calculus, and differential equations we find that the Clem- HOLT WINS FIRST IN
sonites have amassed a grand toEXAM FOR WEST POINT
tal of 89 tallies, while the total
opposition can show but S4. "We
(Continued from page one)
realize that a 5 point margin is
not the widest gap in the world,
"but when one considers that 40 of
ABOUT VACANCIES
the 84 counters marked up by TiThe vacancies from the Academy
ger grid enemies this season were
allotted the National Guard are
accounted for by a little team
appointed equally among the states
down in Alabama things look very
and from 1 to 3 men for each
good!
vacancy are allowed to stand the
exam. The available vacancies will
LUCK OR ABILITY?
be awarded to those physically fit
In the first issue of this
men making the highest proficient ♦;♦
sheet, back in September, we
averages.
picked the Bengals to win 5
of the 9 games on their caINTERNATIONAL LAW
lamity schedule. We are not
patting ourselves on the back,
IN. AH .INTERNATIONAL LAW, ALL
any too vigorously, but we do
SORTS OF PERSONS, 5TATE5 ANO£
^^NCOUNTRIES MUST BE ,r~
chuckle as we sit . over this
TsO>STUDIED- OH,MY YESALg^
delapidated Underwood No. 2.5
and muse that the Tigers did
just as we predicted.
Luck
or ability?
We reserve our
opinion.
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It will pay you to see our line
before you make your selection

X. (2. c)?tavUn
tyzMQ Go mpany, cine.
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P. S. McCOLLUlM, Owner

The Otticial College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C
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IN THE CIVILIZED STATES A STATE
IS A MEMBER OF THE FAMILY
OF NATIONS — IMAGINE / - AND
V IT IS AN a^.lNTERNATIONAL
PER50N '

INTERNATIONAL DELINQUENCY IS,]
AH.ME — INJURY TO ANOTHER,—
STATE COMMITTED BY THE
"^E-\GOVERNMENT OF A
' STATE THROUGH
"VIOLATION OF I ^>^>
AN INTER-
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TIGERS AT PEAK
"Coach Neely has done a capable job in bringing his Clemson
Tigers to the peak of S. C. football," says Scoop Latimer via his
Scandinavian stenog, Hilda or sumpin', over on the second floor of
the Greenville News structure. The
Tiger coach has brought the Purple and Gold warriors steadily along the up-grade, and, after four
years of working with local material, has turned out an eleven
which will probably scare the outfits in this and other sections for
moons to come.
RANDY IS HONORED
Randy Hinson is the only
13. C. college player to gain
recognition in the AP allAmerican rating.. He received honorable mention along
with Cornelius, Buckler, and
other of the country's sterling

Copyright. 1934. B. jr. Kej-nolds Tobacco Company

NATIONAL JOT SMOKE
HERE'S ONE "LAW" EVERY PIPE
^SMOKER SHOULD OBEY
SMOKE MILD,MELLOW,
"NO-BITE"
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PRINCE ALBERT

, AND YOUR PIPE
WILL TASTE BETTER
YES ,SIR
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ACADEMIC FREEDOM IS
VIOLATED SAY PROFS
(Continued from page one)
Bity of North Carolina, and Prof.
Newman L White of Duke university, chairman of the association's
standing committee on academic
freedom.
The report said in part:
"Prof. Carmichael was admittedly discharged simply and solely because the trustees felt that his
continued teaching at Converse
disturbed the religious orthodoxy
of some of its students. Rumors
affecting religious orthodoxy admittedly were acted upon without
investigation other than the one
in November, 1933, by President
Ed. Gwathmey who satisfied himself of their unimportance. . .
"In the case of Frof. Carmichael
the committee finds that Converse
College has violated the association's principles of cenure and academic freedom. . . in the matter
of general conditions at Converse
College, the eomnuuee finds them
at present unfavorable to security
of tenure and freedom of instruction."
The report points out that President Gwathmey urged the reappointment of Prof. Carmichael.
The committee also asserts that
it has received a paper from Spartanburg signed by 150 students asserting that they never heard the
dismissed
professor
engage
in
teaching conductive to atheism.
One ol the remarks of whicA
the dismissal is supposed to have
been based in the phrase,- "God,
if there is a God." The other i3
a purported statement oy Prof.,
Carmichael that he went to church
not to worship but to criticize.

"LITTLE JOE" HUNTER, MATH PROF; GAME
TO GLEMSON AS INSTRUCTOR OF ENGLISH
(Continued from page 1)
uate for which, college math
had been a nightmare. Much
to the relief of the bewildered
young men and much to the
good of future Clemson men,
the administrative authorities
learned of the confusion and
put young Mr. Bradley to instructing English to the preparatory
students
(thereby
paving the way for his being
known to Clemson men as
"Prep"), and started young
Mr. Hunter on his long and
fruitful career as a teacher
of mathematics.
"LITTLE JOE" POPULAR
This same Joseph Everett Hun
ter was destined to become on
of the most popular members o
the faculty, and because of h:
name and diminutive size has beei
affectionately known as 'Little Jo<
to Clemson men for many year
He is not incumbered with sue)
'handles' . as degrees.
It is tolc"
that he once started to work fo
a degree in the University of Chi
cago, Where because- of the lack
of standardization in the publi'
schools of South Carolina, require
ments demanded that he make up
some back technical credits.
He
satisfied himself by solving a problem that had stumped some of
the leading members of the faculty, and diplomatically gave up all
hope of getting a Ph.D.
IS PATIENT PROF
Always exhibiting a willingness
to spend innumerable extra hours

helping students with their difficulties in mathematics with a
never-ending
patience,
Professor
Hunter has long been recognized
by his students as being a 'born'
teacher who successfully imparts
the intricacies of mathematics to
even a slow-minded student.
HIS ECCENTRICITIES
Familiar to his students are his
:haracterictic chuckle, his unllghtjd cigar, his "you can get math
f—", and his frequent nudges in
he ribs of student* who are slow
n working problems at he blackboard. He is remembered by all
his students as conscientious, open•earted, and a sincere friend.
"THE DAYS WHEN"
Professor Hunter is a Clem->n alumnus, a member of the first
raduating class.
Students will
^obably find it interesting to note
at in the lobby of the YMCA,
lere is a picture or Mm as a
-niior at Clenibon with his classates of 1896, among whom, indentally, are Professor R. E. Let
f the architectural department,
,'rofessor W. W. Klugh of the
rawing department, Colonel Moorman, our present PMS&T, and Mr.
'.. P. Robertson, analytical chemst employed by the college and
■tate. Since his graduation in 189B
lunter has sent several of his
irothers and hot1" his two sons to
Clemson.
Actively connected with Clemson as student or teacher througn
the history of tne college, "Little
Joe" is ever a loyal Clemson alumnus, much loved and respected by
Clemson men.

FROSH GRIDSTERS END
FIGURES GIVE TIGERS
SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN
EDGE ON OFFENSIVE
(Continued from page l)

(Continued from page 1)

yards. Three were intercepted and one was broken up.
Punting:
Furman punted 15 times for an
average of 45.8 yards.
Clemson punted 16 times for
an average of 35.6 yards.
Punt returns:
Clemson returned seven punts
for a total distance of 78
yards.
Furman returned three punts
for a total distance of 44
yards.
Penalties:
Clemson was penalized 45 yards
and Furman drew 20 yards in
penalties.
Fumbles:
Furman fumbled four times, two
recovered by Clemson and two
were recovered by own players.
Clemson fumbled one
time and recovered.
Kickoffs:
Furman kicked off twice. Oncb
for 60 yards and again for 5 b
yards.
Clemson kicked off
one time for 30 yards.

where they severely chastised a
peeping bunch of S. C. Biddies to
the tune of 13-0. Ralph and Dill
Clary were responsible for Tiger
scores.
The following week found the
Cubs playing host to the P. C.
frosh, whom they took handily into
camp by a 15-0 shutout. A safety,
a pair of touchdowns, and a single
extra point counted for the local
score.
The entire team played
heads-up ball; the punting of Page,
who let one fly foT 80 yards, stood
out.
Armistice Day found the yearlings on foreign soil. In a biting
cold the locals came home with a
15-0 defeat at the hands of a
strong aggregation from N.
C.
hanging over their heads.
In their final game the Cuns
swung into action against Flucie
Stewart's Furman Breeze in Greenville. When the final whistle blew
the scoreboard chalked up: Furman 3 4, Clemson 13. A point for
conversion smashed Cub hopes of
possessing the frosh banner for
another year.

GOOD SHOES ARE CHEAPER AT

"Judge" Keller's
NEW SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED

it
men of the South have
been "in tobacco" for years—growing tobacco
and curing it—buying it and selling itthey know tobacco from A to Izzard.
Now folks who have been in tobacco all
their lives, folks who grow it, know there is
no substitute for mild ripe tobacco.
IVXANY

Awd down in the South where they grow tobacco
and where they ought to know something about it—in
most places Chesterfield is the largest-selling cigarette.

the cigarette that's MILDER
11934, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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